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COMPUTATION OF THE MONODROMY OF AN
ISOLATED HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITY
DIPLOMARBEIT BY MATHIAS SCHULZE
Abstract. This thesis deals with the implementation of an algo-
rithm to compute the monodromy of an isolated hypersurface sin-
gularity in the computer algebra system Singular [GPS98]. We
use an algorithm by E. Brieskorn [Bri70] from 1970 to compute
a connection matrix of the meromorphic Gauss-Manin connection
up to arbitraily high order and an algorithm by R. Gerard and A.
H. M. Levelt [GL73] from 1973 to transform it to a simple pole.
In section 1 and 2, we develop the theory of meromorphic dif-
ferential equations and meromorphic connections, in section 3, we
introduce the meromorphic Gauss-Manin connection of an isolated
hypersurface singularity, and, in section 4, we explain the imple-
mentation of the algorithm in Singular and compute some exam-
ples.
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Introduction
In 1968, J. Milnor [Mil68] introduced the local Picard-Lefschetz mon-
odromy of an isolated hypersurface singularity. Let
(C
n+1
; 0) = (X; x)
f

(S; s) = (C ; 0)
be an isolated hypersurface singularity with X respectively S a ball of

























































; if i = n;
0; else:







Z operates on the integer singular
cohomology H(X
t


















; t) is the local Picard-Lefschetz mon-
odromy of f . It is a topological notion and determines the topology of
the singularity to a certain extend.












































































































































































































































































































the the meromorphic Gauss-Manin connection. Brieskorn
showed that its monodromy coincides with the complex local Picard-
Lefschetz monodromy and gave an algorithm to compute it. We use
this algorithm to compute a connection matrix of the meromorphic
Gauss-Manin connection up to arbitrarily high order and an algorithm
by R. Gerard and A. H. M. Levelt [GL73] to transform it to a simple
pole.
There is already an implementation of a similar algorithm in the com-
puter algebra systemMapleV by P. F. M. Nacken [Nac90] from 1990,
but it needs much more computation time and memory.
I should like to thank my thesis advisor Prof. Dr. G.-M. Greuel for
many helpful discussions, Dr. H. Schonemann, Dr. O. Bachmann and
K. Kruger for their advice and help concerning Singular, T. Keilen
for proof-reading this thesis, Dr. habil. B. Kreuler for his advice con-
cerning literature, and Prof. Dr. A. H. M. Levelt for providing P. F.
M. Nacken's master's thesis and his procedure for the current release
of MapleV.
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1. Meromorphic Differential Equations
In this section, we introduce meromorphic dierential equations and
dene equivalence, monodromy, and regularity of a meromorphic dif-
ferential equation. We show how these notions are related, develop
dierent characterizations of regularity, and show how to compute the
monodromy of a meromorphic dierential equation with a simple pole.
We start with some preparations concerning the exponential of matri-
ces, multivalued functions, and linear dierential equations.
By j  j
k


















for all x 2 C
m
and assume properties of these norms to be known.



















































, the locally uniform convergence of the












, we denote the sheaf of holomorphic respec-
tively meromorphic functions on C . We choose a complex coordinate t













(n; C ) := fC 2 Mat(n; C )jRe((C))  Ig
the set of matrices with real part of the eigenvalues in the interval
I  R.
The following properties of e are well known.








for C 2 Mat(n; C ) and U 2 GL
n
(C ).





























for A 2 Mat(n;O
C
(U)) with U  C open.
5. For U 2 GL
n
(C ) and I = (a; b]  R or I = [a; b)  R with
b = a+ 1, there is a unique C 2 Mat
I






  i 
C
with i(t) := t the inclusion of C

















the universal covering of C

. Another choice of t
0
leads to the same
results.





















) if and only if
f(t
0
+ 1) = f(t
0



























The following corollary is an immediate consequence of proposition 1.2.





2 Mat(n; C ).
































We identify a linear dierential equation
@
t
+ A = 0
with its dening matrix A.
The following theorem is a reformulation of the well known existence
and uniqueness theorem for linear dierential equations with holomor-
phic coeÆcients.
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Theorem 1.5 (Existence and Uniqueness for Lin. Di. Equ.).
If A 2 Mat(n; (U;O
C






+ A)  O
n
U
is a subsheaf of C -vector spaces and evaluation induces local isomor-
phisms of S
A
and the constant sheaf C
n
.
Proof. E. A. Coddington, N. Levinson [CL55], chapter 3, section 7 and
theorem 2.1.
Denition 1.6 (Solution Sheaf and Fundamental Matrices).
We call S
A




over an open subset V  C a solution of A over V . If U is simply
connected, a matrix F 2 Mat(n; (U;O
C
)) the columns of which form







is called a fundamental matrix of A.
Since the local isomorphisms in theorem 1.5 are induced by evaluation,
there is a simple characterization of fundamental matrices.
Corollary 1.7 (Characterization of Fundamental Matrices).
If A 2 Mat(n; (U;O
C
)) with U  C open and simply connected is a
linear dierential equation, then F 2 Mat(n; (U;O
C
)) is a fundamen-
tal matrix of A if and only if (@
t
+ A)F = 0 and F (t) 2 GL
n
(C ) for
some and then for all t 2 U .
Proof. E. A. Coddington, N. Levinson [CL55], chapter 3, section 7 and
theorem 2.2.
After these preparations, we study linear dierential equations with
meromorphic coeÆcients dened on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
of the origin.




+ A = 0
with A 2 Mat(n;K) a (n-dimensional) meromorphic dierential equa-
tion.
Let A be a meromorphic dierential equation. Then there is an open

















as the solution space of A. Instead, we will dene
the solution space of A to be the space of multivalued solutions of A.
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implies p


























Denition 1.9 (Solution Space and Multivalued Solutions).



















) the solution space of A and consider
s 2 S
A







Hence, a multivalued solution of A is a solution of the lifted dierential
equation p

(2itA) on the covering space.
Corollary 1.10 (Structure of the Solution Space).
The solution space of an n-dimensional meromorphic dierential equa-








Proof. Since the open discs U  C around 0 form a system of neigh-
bourhoods of 0 with p
 1
(U) simply connected, the claim follows from
theorem 1.5.
Denition 1.11 ((Multivalued) Fundamental Matrices).
For a meromorphic dierential equation A, we consider a fundamen-






















By shifting a fundamental matrix on the covering space by one period,
we get another fundamental matrix. This gives an automorphism of
the solution space.
Proposition 1.12 (Monodromy of Merom. Di. Equ.).












) of the solution space of A
which is called the monodromy of A.























both F and F (t
0
 1) are fundamental matrices of A by corollary 1.7.
Notation 1.13. For a fundamental matrix F of a meromorphic dif-











  1) 2 GL
n
(C )
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the matrix of M
A
with respect to F and identify the automorphism M
A
with the conjugation class of its matrix M
A;F






where [] denotes the conjugation class.
A fundamental matrix can be factorized uniquely into a single valued
factor and a multivalued factor corresponding to the monodromy.
Proposition 1.14 (Structure of Fundamental Matrices).
A fundamental matrix of a meromorphic dierential equation A is of
the form St
C

















) and C 2 Mat(n; C ) is a











there is a unique C 2 Mat
(0; 1]


























































and, hence, C = C
0





















We will use the above representation of fundamental matrices without
explicit reference.
We want to consider meromorphic dierential equations only up to
meromorphic coordinate transformations.
Denition 1.15 (Merom. Coord. Transf. and Equivalence).
A matrix U 2 GL
n
(K) is called a (n-dimensional) meromorphic coor-
dinate transformation.
Two meromorphic dierential equations A and A
0
are called equivalent












and we write A  A
0
in this case.
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Remark 1.16 (Merom. Coord. Transf. and Fund. Mat.).
If F is a fundamental matrix of the meromorphic dierential equation



































F is a fundamental matrix of A
U
by corollary 1.7.
A meromorphic coordinate transformation may change the single val-
ued factor of a fundamental matrix but preserves the multivalued factor
and hence the monodromy.
Corollary 1.17 (Equivalence and Monodromy).










Proof. Let F = St
C

























In the following we consider regularmeromorphic dierential equations.
Regularity is a condition on the growth of solutions near the origin.
Denition 1.18 (Regularity of Merom. Di. Equ.).
A meromorphic dierential equation A is called regular if S 2 GL
n
(K)











are fundamental matrices of a meromorphic dif-

























CU by uniqueness in proposi-
tion 1.14.
Hence, if A is regular, S 2 GL
n




2. By remark 1.16, regularity is a property of the equivalence class.
3. If F = St
C
is a fundamental matrix of the meromorphic dieren-
tial equation A with S 2 Mat(n;K), then
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by corollary 1.4 and corollary 1.7 and, hence, S 2 GL
n
(K).




Regularity is characterized by the existence of a special representative
in the equivalence class from which the monodromy can be computed
easily.
Proposition 1.20 (Characterization of Regularity).




for some C 2 Mat
(0;1]
(n; C ). Moreover, if A 
C
t
for some C 2

















































































by corollary 1.4, t
 C
is a fundamental matrix of
C
t















We have seen already that the monodromy only depends on the equiva-
lence class. As a consequence of the above result, a regular equivalence
class is even determined by its monodromy.
Corollary 1.21 (Regular Equivalence and Monodromy).
Two regular meromorphic dierential equations are equivalent if and
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. By proposition 1.20, we




























































































The following proposition gives a weaker condition for regularity propo-
sition 1.20.
Notation 1.22 (C  C
0











(Mat(n; C )) =
Mat(n
2
; C ) the endomorphisms dened by
C  C
0





(T ) : = CT   TC
0
:
Proposition 1.23 (Characterization of Regularity).
A meromorphic dierential equation
B
t
with B 2 Mat(n; C ftg) is
regular.
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for all 0 <   
0








































































for all 0 <   
0
. This implies S 2 Mat(n;K) and hence regularity of
B
t
by part 3 of remark 1.19.
Denition 1.24 (Pole order of Merom. Di. Equ.).
For a regular meromorphic dierential equation A, we call
polA := minfk 2 Zjt
k
A 2 Mat(n; C ftg)g
the pole order of A and say A has a simple pole if polA = 1.
From proposition 1.20 and 1.23 we get the following equivalent charac-
terizations of regularity.
Corollary 1.25 (Characterizations of Regularity).
For a meromorphic dierential equation A, the following conditions
are equivalent.










for some B 2 Mat(n; C ftg).
4. pol(A
U
)  1 for some U 2 GL
n
(K).
Denition 1.26 (Formal Solutions of Merom. Di. Equ.).
For a meromorphic dierential equation A, a formal power series vector




is called a formal solution of A if
(@
t
+ A)u = 0:
B. Malgrange [Mal74] gives another characterization of regularity, namely,
that every formal solution is convergent. We show only one implication.
Proposition 1.27 (Formal Solutions of regular Merom. Di. Equ.).




a formal solution of A, then u 2 K
n
and, in particular, u 2 S
A
.




phic coordinate transformation. Since GL
n









= E 2 GL
n
(C );
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there is a k
1
2 N with









for all k > k
1






















































Notation 1.28 ( and Æ). By 
C
, we denote the characteristic poly-
nomial of a matrix C 2 Mat(n; C ) and, by
Æ
C
:= max(((C)  (C)) \ Z);
the maximum integer dierence of eigenvalues of C.
We will use the following notation without explicit reference.
Notation 1.29 (Jets of Matrices).





















the k-jet of B.



















= 0. Hence, for almost all B 2 Mat(n; C ftg), the monodromy
MB
t
depends only on B
0
.
First, we consider the case Æ
B
0
= 0. The following lemma is easy to
prove.
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Lemma 1.30 (Spectrum of C  C
0





2 Mat(n; C ),
(C  C
0





) = (C)  (C
0
):
Proposition 1.31. If Æ
B
0



































(C ). Hence, there is a





























































































In the case Æ
B





= 0 without increasing the pole order or





Proposition 1.32. If Æ
B
0

























































































































































































2 Mat(n; C ftg)

























































From proposition 1.31 and 1.32 we get the following corollaries.



























2 Mat(n; C ):
The following example shows that the condition Æ
B
0
= 0 in proposition
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2. Meromorphic Connections
In this section, we introduce a coordinate free notion of meromorphic
dierential equations, namely, meromorphic connections. A meromor-
phic connection corresponds to a meromorphic dierential equation by
choosing a basis. We dene corresponding notions of monodromy and
regularity for meromorphic connections and show how to transform a
regular meromorphic dierential equation to a simple pole.





with its canonical image (e
1





Denition 2.1 (Meromorphic Connections).









for all  2 K and v 2 V . We call the pairr = (V;r) a (n-dimensional)






























































), we denote by 
e;e
0
2 Mat(n;K) the matrix of  with
respect to e and e
0
.
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is an isomorphism of meromorphic connections. Hence, with respect

























































































































for all v 2 K
n




























This proves the following proposition.










; V ) induces a bijection of isomor-
phism classes of n-dimensional meromorphic connections and equiva-
lence classes of n-dimensional meromorphic dierential equations.
The bijection in proposition 2.2 induces a notion of monodromy for
meromorphic connections.
Denition 2.3 (Monodromy of Merom. Conn.).










is called the monodromy of r.
For the notion of regularity induced by the bijection in proposition
2.2 for meromorphic connections we give an equivalent coordinate free
denition.
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Denition 2.4 (Lattices). Let V be a nite dimensional K-vector





a lattice in V . We denote by Lat(V ) the set of lattices in V .
The following remark is easy to prove.
Remark 2.5.
1. A lattice is a free C ftg-module.




; V ) if and




; L) for some L 2 Lat(V ). In particular,
for L; L
0




for some k 2 Z.
Denition 2.6 (Pole order of Merom. Conn.).
Let r = (V;r) be a meromorphic connection. For L 2 Lat(V ), we call
pol
L
r := minfk 2 Zjt
k
rL  Lg
the pole order of r on L and r is said to have a simple pole on L
if pol
L





induced by tr is called the residue of r on L. We call
polr := minfpol
L
rjL 2 Lat(V )g
the pole order of r and r is called regular if polr  1.
The minima in this denition exist by the following remark.
Remark 2.7. Let r = (V;r) be a meromorphic connection and L 2
Lat(V ). Then, using denition 1.24,
pol
L
r = maxf0; polr
e
g












































r = maxf0; polr
e
g:
The second satement follows from the denition.
By propostion 1.25 and this remark, the notions of regularity for mero-
morphic connections and meromorphic dierential equations coincide
with respect to the bijection in proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.8 (Regularity of Merom. Conn. and Di. Equ.).




; V ), then
r is regular if and only if r
e
is regular.
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The following proposition shows how to compute a lattice on which a
regular meromorphic connection has at most a simple pole.
Proposition 2.9 (Existence of tr-Stable Lattices).




:= L + trL+ (tr)
2
L +   
is a lattice, i.e. L
1





Proof. Since r is regular, trR  R for some R 2 Lat(V ). By part 2
of remark 2.5, t
k










for i 2 N :
Assuming L
i 1
2 Lat(V ), the Leibniz rule implies, that L
i
is a C ftg-













     V
is an ascending chain of lattices in V . Since by denition
L
i
= L + trL + (tr)
2
L +   + (tr)
i
L;













     V;






















for all i 2 N , we have reduced the claim to the case L
i
 R for all







     R
is an ascending chain of C ftg-submodules of R which is stationary
since R is a nite module over the noetherian ring C ftg and hence
itself noetherian.
R. Gerard and A. H. M. Levelt proved the following estimation.
Theorem 2.10 (Estimation for tr-Stable Lattices).
If (V;r) is an n-dimensional regular meromorphic connection and





Proof. R. Gerard, A. H. M. Levelt [GL73], theoreme 4.2.
We reformulate proposition 2.9 and theorem 2.10 in terms of a basis
and give estimations for the computation.
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Notation 2.11 (Jets of Modules).
For a C ftg-submodule M of K
n
and k 2 Z, we denote by jet
k
M the
C ftg-submodule of K
n


































for i 2 N
















































In the following, we show that it is enough to dene a meromorphic
connection on a lattice.
Denition 2.13 (Holomorphic Connections).
If L and L
0
















for all g 2 C ftg and v 2 L.
Proposition 2.14 (Associated Merom. Conn.).
Let V be a nite dimensional K-vector space, L; L
0







a holomorphic connection. Then, r
0
extends to a unique meromorphic




Proof. For each v 2 V , we can choose a k 2 Z with t
k
v 2 L. Since r
0
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3. The Meromorphic Gauss-Manin Connection
In this section we introduce the meromorphic Gauss-Manin connection




; 0) = (X; x)
f

(S; s) = (C ; 0)
be an isolated hypersurface singularity. We choose a complex coordi-
nate system z = z
0























































for some k 2 N . Hence, by the determinacy theorem, we can assume








, the Milnor algebra C fzg=h@
z
fi of f is a nite
















and f 2 hzi
Cfzg
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Proof. Since C [[ z]] is a at C [z]
hzi































C [[ z]] :
















































; d) the complex of sheafs of holomorphic dier-



















induced by d the complex of relative dierential forms on X at
0.











































are called Brieskorn lattices.












-modules of rank 
f
.
Proof. M. Sebastiani [Seb70], Corollaire 1.
Since df ^ df ^ 

X;x
= 0, f denes a complex (

X;x
; df ^ ) which is
called the de Rham complex of f . It is exact except at the extreme
right.















is an exact sequence of O
X;x
-modules.
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Proof. Since C fzg is a regular local ring of dimension n + 1, z is a













is a C fzg-sequence and, hence, by D. Eisenbud [Eis96], corollary 17.7,
@
z





















































this implies the claim.
Notation 3.5. We abbreviate
dz : = dz
0

























































































. Moreover, the cokernels of
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, then, by the






































































































































Remark 3.7. By proposition 3.3 and corollary 3.6, V is a 
f
dimen-








are lattices in V .



































by the de Rham lemma, ! = d!
0
























































































fullls the Leibniz rule.
Denition 3.9 (The Meromorphic Gauss-Manin Connection).


























Proof. E. Brieskorn [Bri70], Satz 2.
Proposition 3.11. 
f
is a product of cyclotomic polynomials.







 df ^ H
0
f
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By h; i, we denote the standard scalar product of R
n+1
.




is given by the Euler relation,



















with w 2 N
n+1
































































































for i = 0; : : : ; n. Since 
f



















































































































































































by denition 3.9 and corollary 1.34.









up to arbitrarily high order.




















































































Proof. E. Brieskorn [Bri70], proposition 3.3 and the following remarks.



































































































































































and equality holds if and only if N  N
00
f
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By denition of N
00
f

















follows immediately from proposition
3.12.






for a basis edz of H
00
f
up to arbitrarily high order K 1.








If edz with e 2 C fzg
n






































If N  N
00
f



























































































Proof. The rst statement follows from the Nakayama lemma and the
second, from proposition 3.3.
If N  N
00
f
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Hence, the third statement follows from corollary 3.15.
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4. A Singular Procedure to Compute the Monodromy
In this section, we explain the implementation of the algorithm in the
computer algebra system Singular [GPS98] and compute some ex-
amples.
Singular can compute standard bases over rings with local ordering.
Using the Singular extension pcv in the appendix and the arithmetic
for modules, Singular can do linear algebra on nite dimensional
algebras. Both features are essential for the algorithm.
4.1. Implementation. In the following, we describe the Singular
procedure monodromy in the Singular library mondromy.lib in the
appendix.
The input is a polynomial f in a series ring, i.e. a ring with local
ordering, dening an isolated hypersurface singularity and an optional
integer opt where opt = 0 by default.
If opt = 0, the output is a matrix M such that e
2iM
is a monodromy
matrix of the given singularity, else, the output is a matrix M such
that 
e
2iM is the characteristic polynomial of the monodromy of the
given singularity.
First, we compute the Milnor number 
f
using milnor and return
an empty matrix if f does not dene an isolated singularity. If f
does dene an isolated singularity, we use qhweight to test if f is
quasihomogenous and, if this is the case, to compute quasihomogenous






































If f is quasihomogenous, we continue in the procedure qhmonodromy.






of the Milnor algebra
C fzg=h@
z
























































as in proposition 3.1.
list jl=jacoblift(f);
def kappa,xi,u=jl[1..3];
The procedure jacoblift computes 
f
by successively increasing 




fi and  and u using
lift and polynomial division.
















The procedure invunit computes the inverse of a unit u in a series ring
up to arbitrarily high order n using lift in the quotient ring of the
corresponding polynomial ring by the (n+1)-th power of the maximal
ideal.
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Since we want to update V
K;N



































































































as lists of corresponding coeÆcient vectors with respect to a degree or-
dering. Using the procedures pcvP2CV and pcvCV2P from the Singu-
lar extension pcv in the appendix, we can convert between polynomi-
als and corresponding coeÆcient vectors between given degree bounds.
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If we want to increase K by ÆK, we set



































static proc incK(poly f,int mu,int K,int deltaK,int N,






































to use corollary 3.16, we rst in-











































by corollary 3.15. Hence, we can compute a list of polynomials e such





















as a list of coeÆcient vectors.












































as a list of polynomials and V
e
K;N
as a list of corresponding
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are computed by the procedure incK when increasing K
and N .
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as in corollary 3.16 is computed using the procedure nablaK and lift.
static proc MK(poly f,int mu,int kappa,vector xi,poly u,




































to a simple pole.







































for i 2 N
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U=mdivp(U,var(1)^pcvmindeg(U));
The procedure detadj computes the determinant detU and adjoint
matrix
^





























































































Now, we have computed the residue matrix M
0
0






If opt = 0, we return M
0
0
by corollary 1.33, else, we compute the maxi-











The procedure jordan from the Singular library jordan.lib in the
appendix computes the eigenvalues and corresponding jordan block
sizes of the constant part of a square matrix with eigenvalues in the






by proposition 3.11 and corollary 1.33. The procedure mid computes
the maximum integer dierence.



































= 0. Since we want to get the residue matrix after































































































The procedure decmide computes the transformation from proposition
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as small as possible,
















N + n+ 1
n+ 1













takes a main part of the time of the whole computa-
tion. Moreover, the expressions for  and u can be quite complicated
depending on the choice of the polynomial dening a given type of
singularity. These are the two main problems of the algorithm.
4.2. Usage and Examples. To demonstrate the usage of the Sin-
gular procedure monodromy, we compute an example by Malgrange.
We use procedures from the Singular library jordan.lib in the ap-
pendix to compute the Jordan normal form of the monodromy matrix.
SINGULAR /
A Computer Algebra System for Polynomial Computations / version 1.3.1
0<
by: G.-M. Greuel, G. Pfister, H. Schoenemann \ November 1998






7/6,0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,-1/2,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 7/6,0,0, 0, 0,-1/2,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
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0, 0, 0,4/3,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 4/3,0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 1,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,5/6, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,5/6, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 2/3,0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 2/3,0, 0,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 1, -1/3,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 3/4,0
> LIB "jordan.lib";
> print(jordanform(M));
1/2,1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1/2,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 2/3,0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 2/3,0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 5/6,0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5/6,0,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1,0,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,1,0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,7/6,0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 7/6,0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, 0, 4/3,0,






















The above example was computed on a Pentium II 350 with a mem-
ory of 128M plus 256M swap memory under Linux in less than one
second using about 400K of memory. Using MapleV Release 5
and the MapleV procedure Monodromy by P. F. M. Nacken [Nac90],
the same result can be computed in about 45 seconds using about 3M
of memory.
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As above, we computed the monodromy of some unimodal and bimodal
singularities. The results and computation times are listed in the fol-
lowing tables. The rst column contains the input polynomial, the
second the type of singularity dened by it, the third a list of pairs of
eigenvalues and corresponding Jordan block size vectors of the mon-
odromy of this singularity, and the fourth the computation time in
seconds. The computation time can depend very much on the chosen
ring ordering but there seems to be no favorite one. Most of the fol-
lowing examples we could not compute using Nacken's procedure since
it needs too much memory.
Table 1. The Monodromy of some Unimodal Singulartites
polynomial type
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2. The Monodromy of some Bimodal Singulartites
polynomial type
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Appendix
4.3. The Singular Library mondromy.lib. The Singular library
mondromy.lib provides procedures to compute the monodromy of an
isolated hypersurface singularity.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
version="$Id: mondromy.lib,v 1.4 1999/06/22 15:47:35 mschulze Exp $";
info="
LIBRARY: mondromy.lib PROCEDURES TO COMPUTE THE MONODROMY OF A SINGULARITY
AUTHOR: Mathias Schulze, email: mschulze@mathematik.uni-kl.de
invunit(u,n); series inverse of polynomial u up to order n
detadj(U); determinant and adjoint matrix of square matrix U
jacoblift(f); lifts f^kappa in jacob(f) with minimal kappa
monodromy(f[,opt]); monodromy of isolated hypersurface singularity f






























static proc pcvbasis(int i0,int i1)
{
return(system("pcvBasis",i0,i1));































































dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//vector space dimension: "+string(codim));
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,













dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//vector space dimension: "+string(nrows(Q)));
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,







proc invunit(poly u,int n)
"USAGE: invunit(u,n); u poly, n int
ASSUME: The polynomial u is a series unit.
RETURN: The procedure returns the series inverse of u up to order n
or a zero polynomial if u is no series unit.
DISPLAY: The procedure displays comments if printlevel>=1.













" secs, "+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");

















"USAGE: detadj(U); U matrix
ASSUME: U is a square matrix with non zero determinant.
RETURN: The procedure returns a list with at most 2 entries.
If U is not a sqaure matrix, the list is empty.
If U is a sqaure matrix, then the first entry is the determinant of U.
If U is a square matrix and the determinant of U not zero,
then the second entry is the adjoint matrix of U.
DISPLAY: The procedure displays comments if printlevel>=1.
























dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...adjoint matrix computed ["
























"USAGE: jacoblift(f); f poly
ASSUME: The polynomial f in a series ring (local ordering) defines
an isolated hypersurface singularity.
RETURN: The procedure returns a list with entries kappa, xi, u of type
int, vector, poly such that kappa is minimal with f^kappa in jacob(f),
u is a unit, and u*f^kappa=(matrix(jacob(f))*xi)[1,1].
DISPLAY: The procedure displays comments if printlevel>=1.


























dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...u computed ["+string(timer-t)+" secs, "


















































static proc incK(poly f,int mu,int K,int deltaK,int N,
list e,list P1,list P2,list Pe,list V1,list V2,list Ve)
{











































static proc nablaK(poly f,int kappa,vector xi,poly u,int N,int prevN,
list Vnablae,list e)























static proc MK(poly f,int mu,int kappa,vector xi,poly u,






+" secs, "+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,
"//lifting nabla(e) to C-basis of H''/t^KH''...");
list V=Ve+V1+V2;
module W=module(V[1..size(V)]);
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//vector space dimension: "+string(nrows(W)));




+" secs, "+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
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}
}
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...e-lift of nabla(e) computed ["






































dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...U computed ["+string(timer-t)+" secs, "
+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");





dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...M transformed ["+string(timer-t)+" secs, "
+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,
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"//...integer differences of eigenvalues of M0 computed ["+string(timer-t)
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}





static proc nonqhmonodromy(poly f,int mu,int opt)
{
pcvinit();





















dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//increasing K and N...");
K,N,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve=incK(f,mu,K,1,N,e,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve);
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...K and N increased");













"//computing 0-jet M of e-matrix of t*nabla...");
matrix M=list(MK(f,mu,kappa,xi,u,K,N,prevN,e,V1,V2,Ve,Vnablae))[1];















dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...compared with previous lattice ["
+string(timer-t)+" secs, "+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//increasing K and N...");
K,N,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve=incK(f,mu,K,kappa-1,N,e,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve);
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...K and N increased");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,









+" secs, "+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//comparing with previous lattice...");
t=timer;
}
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...compared with previous lattice ["









"//...C{f}-basis of t*nabla-stable lattice computed ["+string(timer-t)
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dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,






"//...determinant and adjoint matrix of U computed");
if(K<kappa+pcvmindeg(daU[1]))
{
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//increasing K and N...");
K,N,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve=
incK(f,mu,K,kappa+pcvmindeg(daU[1])-K,N,e,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve);









dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...M/t^kappa transformed to simple pole ["

























dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...K and N increased");













"//...M/t^kappa transformed to simple pole ["+string(timer-t)























static proc qhmonodromy(poly f,intvec w)
{
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//computing basis e of Milnor algebra...");
int t=timer;
ideal e=kbase(std(jacob(f)));
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...e computed ["+string(timer-t)+" secs, "
+string((memory(1)+1023)/1024)+" K]");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,
"//computing Milnor number mu and quasihomogeneous degree d...");
int mu,d=size(e),(transpose(leadexp(f))*w)[1];
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"...mu and d computed");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//computing te-matrix M of t*nabla...");
matrix M[mu][mu];










proc monodromy(poly f, list #)
"USAGE: monodromy(f[,opt]); f poly, opt int
ASSUME: The polynomial f in a series ring (local ordering) defines
an isolated hypersurface singularity.
RETURN: The procedure returns a residue matrix M of the meromorphic
Gauss-Manin connection of the singularity defined by f
or an empty matrix if the assumptions are not fulfilled.
If opt=0 (default), exp(-2*pi*i*M) is a monodromy matrix of f,
else, only the characteristic polynomial of exp(-2*pi*i*M) coincides
with the characteristic polynomial of the monodromy of f.
THEORY: The procedure uses an algorithm by Brieskorn (See E. Brieskorn,
manuscipta math. 2 (1970), 103-161) to compute a connection matrix of
the meromorphic Gauss-Manin connection up to arbitrarily high order,
and an algorithm of Gerard and Levelt (See R. Gerard, A.H.M. Levelt,
Ann. Inst. Fourier, Grenoble 23,1 (1973), pp. 157-195) to transform
it to a simple pole.
DISPLAY: The procedure displays more comments for higher printlevel.
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{







dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//computing milnor number mu of f...");
int t=timer;
int mu=milnor(f);















































"USAGE: H''basis(f); f poly
ASSUME: The polynomial f in a series ring (local ordering) defines
an isolated hypersurface singularity.
RETURN: The procedure returns a list of representatives of a C{f}-basis of the
Brieskorn lattice H''=Omega^(n+1)/df^dOmega^(n-1).
THEORY: H'' is a free C{f}-module of rank milnor(f).
DISPLAY: The procedure displays more comments for higher printlevel.





















dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//computing milnor number mu of f...");
int t=timer;
int mu=milnor(f);







































dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//increasing K and N...");
K,N,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve=incK(f,mu,K,1,N,e,P1,P2,Pe,V1,V2,Ve);
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...K and N increased");
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,
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4.4. The Singular Library jordan.lib. The Singular library
jordan.lib provides procedures to compute the Jordan normal form
of constant square matrices with eigenvalues in the coeÆcient eld.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
version="$Id: jordan.lib,v 1.13 1999/06/22 15:39:03 mschulze Exp $";
info="
LIBRARY: jordan.lib PROCEDURES TO COMPUTE THE JORDAN NORMAL FORM
AUTHOR: Mathias Schulze, email: mschulze@mathematik.uni-kl.de
jordan(M[,opt]); eigenvalues, Jordan block sizes, Jordan transformation of M
jordanmatrix(l); Jordan matrix with eigenvalues l[1], Jordan block sizes l[2]
jordanform(M); Jordan normal form of constant square matrix M
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
proc jordan(matrix M,list #)
"USAGE: jordan(M[,opt]); M constant square matrix, opt integer
ASSUME: The eigenvalues of M are in the coefficient field.
RETURN: The procedure returns a list jd with 3 entries of type
ideal, list of intvecs, matrix with
jd[1] eigenvalues of M,
jd[2][i][j] size of j-th Jordan block with eigenvalue jd[1][i], and
jd[3]^(-1)*M*jd[3] in Jordan normal form.
Depending on opt, only certain entries of jd are computed.
If opt=-1, jd[1] is computed,
if opt= 0, jd[1] and jd[2] are computed,
if opt= 1, jd[1], jd[2], and jd[3] are computed, and,
if opt= 2, jd[1] and jd[3] are computed.
By default, opt=0.
NOTE: A non constant polynomial matrix M is replaced by its constant part.
DISPLAY: The procedure displays comments if printlevel>=1.















dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//counting blocks of matrix...");
int i=countblocks(M);
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...blocks of matrix counted");
if(i==1)
{




dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//matrix has "+string(i)+" blocks");
}
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//counting blocks of transposed matrix...");
int j=countblocks(transpose(M));
dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//...blocks of transposed matrix counted");
if(j==1)
{




dbprint(printlevel-voice+2,"//transposed matrix has "+string(j)+" blocks");


















































































































































































































"//computing Jordan basis vectors for eigenvalue "
+string(eM[i])+"...");
if(size(K)>1)













































"USAGE: jordanmatrix(jd); jd list of ideal and list of intvecs
RETURN: The procedure returns the Jordan matrix J with eigenvalues jd[1] and
size jd[2][i][j] of j-th Jordan block with eigenvalue jd[1][i].
DISPLAY: The procedure displays comments if printlevel>=1.





print("//not enough entries in argument list");
matrix J[1][0];














































































"USAGE: jordanform(M); M constant square matrix
ASSUME: The eigenvalues of M are in the coefficient field.
RETURN: The procedure returns the Jordan normal form of M.
NOTE: A non constant polynomial matrix M is replaced by its constant part.
DISPLAY: The procedure displays more comments for higher printlevel.














"USAGE: invmat(M); M constant square matrix
ASSUME: M is invertible.
RETURN: The procedure returns the inverse matrix of M.
NOTE: A non constant polynomial matrix M is replaced by its constant part.
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4.5. The Singular Extension pcv. The Singular extension pcv
provides procedures to convert between polynomials and coeÆcient
vectors and can be linked as a dynamic module. Using pcv and the




* Computer Algebra System SINGULAR *
****************************************/
/* $Id: pcv.h,v 1.13 1999/06/11 17:13:33 mschulze Exp $ */
/*




lists pcvLAddL(lists l1,lists l2);
lists pcvPMulL(poly p,lists l1);
BOOLEAN pcvLAddL(leftv res,leftv h);









poly pcvP2CV(poly p,int d0,int d1);
poly pcvCV2P(poly cv,int d0,int d1);
lists pcvP2CV(lists pl,int d0,int d1);
ideal pcvP2CV(ideal p,int d0,int d1);
lists pcvCV2P(lists cvl,int d0,int d1);
ideal pcvCV2P(ideal cv,int d0,int d1);
BOOLEAN pcvP2CV(leftv res,leftv h);
BOOLEAN pcvCV2P(leftv res,leftv h);
int pcvDim(int d0,int d1);
BOOLEAN pcvDim(leftv res,leftv h);
int pcvBasis(lists b,int i,poly m,int d,int n);
lists pcvBasis(int d0,int d1);




* Computer Algebra System SINGULAR *
*****************************************/
/* $Id: pcv.cc,v 1.25 1999/06/11 17:13:40 mschulze Exp $ */
/*
* ABSTRACT: conversion between polys and coef vectors
*/
#include "mod2.h"
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#ifdef HAVE_PCV
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}














































































































































































































































































BOOLEAN pcvCV2P(leftv res,leftv h)
{
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}
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#endif /* !defined(HAVE_DYNAMIC_LOADING) || defined(BUILD_MODULE) */
#endif /* HAVE_PCV */
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